
Using T+2 as a catalyst to improve asset servicing and 
corporate actions processing

T+2 shortened settlement cycle 
update

The migration to a shortened settlement cycle (T+2) is fast 
approaching. Along with this migration comes the need to make 
important changes to your asset servicing activities—especially 
the corporate actions process. The changes required by T+2 
are not without risks. But those risks pale in comparison to the 
potential financial and reputational damage if your organization 
fails to properly update how corporate actions are handled. 
The good news: Implementing T+2 can open the door to 
other opportunities for improving inefficient and inconsistent 
processes that are currently causing unnecessary risk.

Raising the bar on corporate actions processing
The accurate, automated processing of corporate actions will 
be more important than ever with the transition to T+2. Under 
the shortened settlement cycle, existing processes that are 
paper-based, error-prone, and highly manual will have one less 
day to be completed, increasing the risk of failure. In preparing 
for T+2, organizations will need to ensure their internal data is 
up to par. In addition, the increased dependence on external 
data associated with T+2 will require coordination with vendors 
and service bureaus to confirm that the data they provide is 
sufficiently robust. 
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Changes across the corporate actions lifecycle
T+2 will require changes across the entire corporate actions lifecycle, from announcements to booking and reconciliation

Figure 1: The corporate actions process

 • The process begins when a company 
announces a corporate action event. 
Issuers advise all relevant parties 
about all aspects of the event. This 
information is captured by vendors 
and relayed to broker-dealers and 
custodians.

 • Broker-dealers and custodians 
identify and establish eligible 
clients and positions and then send 
notifications of the event.

 • Clients decide whether to take part 
in the event and advise their brokers 
accordingly.

 • Organizations (broker-dealers and 
custodians) establish and calculate 
their clients’ entitlements, as well as 
their own.

 • Once the proceeds of the event 
(cash or stock) are released, 
organizations must pay their 
clients quickly so those ultimate 
shareholders can make use of the 
proceeds. Messages are sent to 
clients confirming payment.

 • All corporate action events must be 
reconciled after the fact to ensure 
everything has been properly 
processed.
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Here are some of the many issues 
organizations will need to address in 
their corporate actions processes when 
implementing T+2, whether or not they 
decide to increase the level of automation:

Announcement and capture
Vendors and service bureaus need to assess 
their delivery systems and incorporate T+2 
information into event announcements, 
such as shortened periods for expiration 
dates (ex-dates) and cover/protect dates. 
Organizations that receive announcements 
via feeds from vendors or service bureaus 
should coordinate with them in advance to 
ensure standardized receipt and delivery 
of the corporate actions information. They 
should also consider distinct processing 
for various types of corporate actions (e.g., 
mandatory, voluntary, income), along with 

regression testing to ensure the continuity 
of downstream data processing. In addition, 
organizations need to test internal payment 
schedule calculations for announcements 
without vendor or service bureau feeds.

Firms that rely on an asset master for critical 
dates and fixed income rates must confirm 
that the start periods for an income event 
(e.g., daily, monthly) are in sync with the 
shortened ex-date period. Failure to do 
this could lead to incorrect client income 
entitlement, as well as downstream issues 
with reconciliation.
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Entitlement and notification
Eligible positions will need to be established 
based on ex-dates for mandatory and 
income corporate actions that are one day 
earlier under T+2. Record dates, the last true 
entitlement date, will also be one day earlier 
as based off the ex-date. This in turn will 
require that trading systems be configured 
to update positions based on ex-date plus 
two days. 

Instruction
Cover/protect date calculations for voluntary 
corporate actions will need to be shortened 
for T+2 settlement. If customers miss the 
election period for voluntary corporate 
actions due to not having the shares in their 
possession, they will typically submit a letter 
of guarantee that entitles them to participate 
in the corporate action through delivery of 
their positions. This guarantee of delivery will 
allow the shareholder two additional days—
not the current three days—to deliver the 
shares and participate in the event. Failure to 
update the length of the protect period could 
create reputational and financial risk, as well 
confuse clients who thought they had three 
days to deliver their shares.

In addition to updating their cover/protect 
date calculations, organizations will need to 
notify customers of the shortened cover/
protect date period. Organizations should 
consider evaluating stock borrow positions 
to reduce exposure to counterparty risk 
based on the shortened T+2 cover/protect 
period. They should also review securities 
lending processes and procedures for T+2 
settlement to ensure the required changes 
are made for activities related to corporate 
actions processing.

Calculation
Ex-date calculations need to be shortened 
to “record date minus one.” Also, calculations 
for “take-off sheet” adjustments and 
dividend reinvestment need to be adjusted 
for T+2. In-house systems for “delivery 
versus payment” and “receive versus 
payment” transactions and dividend 
reinvestment processing should be 
reviewed to ensure they are configured for 
T+2. In addition, mandatory warrants and 
rights distributions need to be timely based 
on T+2 ex-dates.

Payments
Systems and operations that support 
dividend reinvestment processes need to be 
reviewed and adjusted. Failure to process 
dividend or interest payments for T+2 will 
create financial risks, including the direct 
cost of late payments in forgone interest 
for investors. Organizations also need to 
review standardization with settlements on 
the underlying and American depositary 
receipts (ADRs) on global markets, as well 
as cross-currency funding. (European Union 
markets are already at T+2, while some Asian 
markets plan to remain at T+3).

Booking and reconciliation
Organizations should review position 
booking systems for coding related to 
settlement date and then make adjustments 
for T+2. They should also review and adjust 
reconciliation systems that ensure proper 
processing. In addition, organizations 
may want to consider changes to client 
messaging and reporting.
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T+2 as a catalyst for improvement
Organizations should view the T+2 
migration as an opportunity to go beyond 
the basic requirements and fundamentally 
improve how they process corporate 
actions. For example, Depository Trust 
& Clearing Corporation (DTCC) and other 
financial services companies are beginning 
to adopt the global messaging standard 
ISO 20022, with DTCC poised to replace all 
their legacy systems for redemptions by Q1 
2017. This new global messaging standard 
captures corporate actions in a single 
announcement and common language, 
enabling more efficient straight-through 
processing. However, at the moment 
other ISO messaging standards are still 
being used in the market. Organizations 

can capitalize on the move to T+2 by 
coordinating with their vendors and service 
bureaus and getting everyone to agree to 
receive and deliver corporate actions using 
the new ISO 20022 standard.

Stay tuned
This update took a detailed look at the 
asset servicing aspects of the T+2 Playbook, 
especially those related to corporate 
actions processing. Future updates will 
discuss the steps required to implement 
and execute the changes associated with 
the other T+2 Playbook components, 
including documentation, additional 
considerations, regulatory changes, and 
testing and migration.

T+2 Industry Implementation Playbook, December 18, 2015
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Deloitte is well-qualified to support your T+2 implementation
Numerous leaders across the financial 
services industry have engaged Deloitte 
to assist with their organizations’ T+2 
initiatives. Our deep knowledge of the  
T+2 playbook approach—combined with 
our advanced tools and in-depth 
understanding of cross-functional 
impacts—can help accelerate 
implementation and migration. Also,  
our approach to testing and our ability  
to manage and sequence complex 
dependencies can reduce implementation 
risk and lays a strong foundation  
for success. 

Active leadership on T+2
 • Deloitte facilitated creation of the 
Industry Steering Committee’s T+2 
Playbook

 • We developed detailed implementation 
timelines, milestones, and 
dependencies in response to the 
September 16, 2015, SEC letter

 • Our leadership team will be actively 
engaged with the Industry Steering 
Committee and your peer institutions 
throughout the full implementation 
lifecycle

Deep understanding of financial 
institutions
 • We are a trusted resource, helping 
companies around the world with their 
most strategic implementations

 • We have a strong track record in 
securities operations and technology

Leading industry knowledge
 •  Your engagement leader and advisory 
team will bring their extensive 
experience in institutional and retail 
brokerage, asset management, custody, 
and exchanges

 • Deloitte will provide a dedicated team 
of professionals with knowledge and 
experience in trading, clearance, 
settlement, asset servicing, client 
reporting, technology, and regulation

Extensive asset servicing (corporate 
actions) experience
 • We have deep experience mapping, 
documenting, and remediating gaps 
in asset servicing processes for large 
financial institutions

Testing capabilities from the ground up
 • Deloitte has managed functional, 
regression, and UAT testing for recent 
industry regulatory requirements at 
leading financial institutions

 • Leveraging our testing capabilities, 
we have built automated processes, 
frameworks, and tools for test planning, 
test case generation, and defect 
management
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